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Please find below a copy of the first email explaining what
to expect regarding your hosting of the exhibit:

through the lens of the
Presented by the Antiochian Department of Christian Education and dedicated to the hierarchs of the
Antiochian Orthodox Patriarchate, who have bequeathed to us the Holy Land.
Hello!
This is the first of four emails regarding the Holy Land Exhibit. It contains the article I wrote about the exhibit, a
table listing the alcoves and their banners, and also the front view and top view of the exhibit layout from a
miniature version that I printed.
THE BANNERS. There are twenty 6.5" tall banners, arranged in four alcoves. Note when you view the exhibit mini
photos that sixteen of the banners are 4' wide, and four are 3' wide. The 3' banners come 2 in a banner stand, back
to back. These are at the end of one alcove and the beginning of another. When the move is made from Old
Testament to New Testament, there are two of these in a row: banners 9 through 12. Banner 9 backs up to banner
12, and banner 10 backs up to banner 11. If you need to split the exhibit, take care to keep these together.
THE SHIPMENT. The exhibit will arrive in 5 boxes, 14" x 14" x 54". The box tells which banners it contains. Please
repack it accordingly. Each banner is in a numbered cloth case. The 3' banners have a single pole with elastic, so it
goes together easily. The 4' banners have 2 poles. Each telescopes up and locks at 2 white plastic "joints." I have
marked the extension point on all the pole pieces. When you extend these, note: hold the white plastic joint with
your left hand, turn and extend the pole with your right; loosen by a counter-clockwise motion, and tighten with a
clockwise motion. Gather 4 people, one tall, if you wish to unpack and put up the exhibit in a little over an hour.
In addition, you will receive
1. a banner sign for the exhibit,
2. a wooden coat stand so you can hang tubes (provided) with different spices for people to smell and guess.
In these I put parsley, cinnamon, and dill.
3. a replica oil lamp
4. a replica little pot with grain from the Holy Land
5. rocks from the Holy Land
6. a mezuzah, (placed on the doorpost in a Jewish home)
7. a little grassy plant
8. a cd of music (you will need a "boom box")
9. a guest book, please write the dates and the name of your city and parish, and have guests sign in
THE FOUR EMAILS. When all four mailings have arrived you will have for your use:
(One)
1. one-page article
2. photographs for promotional use
(Two)
3. table of exhibit contents
4. photographs of the top and front of the mini-exhibit.
(Three)
5. photographs of the four alcoves of the mini-exhibit
6. exhibit teaser or preview
(Four)
7. tour materials:
a. Adult Tour Guide
b. Student Tour Guides at five levels.
"Our faith is in a person who lived 2000 years ago, and lives still!" Thank you helping keep this truth alive.
In Christ,
Carole A. Buleza, Director
Antiochian Orthodox Department of Christian Education
aodce@aol.com, 717.881.9155 cell

